Near-Perfect Bulldog

International champion Vardon’s ‘Franky Stevenson’ has been named the best looking in 23 shows during the past year and has also been voted the most “near-perfect” building ever seen by most of the judges. ‘Franky’ is owned by Mr. Edward M. Vardon who has kennels at Ridgewood and is the third champion from this kennel. Just over two years old, the dogs of 36 pounds and recently added the Canadian title to his long list of achievements.
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Pheasant Kill Drops Below Expected Toll

The Pheasant Kill was expected to be above average this year, but according to a recent report, the toll of pheasants has dropped significantly. This report indicates that the kill would be lower than expected, which may be due to various factors such as weather conditions and the effectiveness of conservation efforts.

Recreation Round-Up

Alumid Recreational Area will open this week, offering a variety of outdoor activities for visitors.

NOW AVAILABLE IN

BIRMINGHAM

THE NEW

DELCO DC-7

—the battery that gives you all the power you pay for!

$15.95

6-VOLT EXCHANGE

It can’t get old before it’s sold
It’s 100% fresh whenever, wherever you buy it
It means extra starts at no extra cost
It’s backed by a GM warranty that’s good all over the U.S. and Canada, too

Ask the man who regularly services your car to tell you about the Delco DC-7.

Your serviceman is in business to help you—he knows you, your car, your driving needs. Unless you are sure that your car will start tomorrow, ask him to check your battery today. Look for the COLD-WEATHER WARNING BANNER shown at the right. Wherever you see it you’ll find a dealer handling the freshest power money can buy—the Delco DC-7 Battery.

General Motors starts with Delco batteries